The development and popularization of information technology, the automation of information management mode has become inevitable, such as secretarial work and document file management. For this reason, clerical, clerical archives management will also face greater challenges, to achieve the above two kinds of work integration, to improve work efficiency is essential.
INTRODUCTION
Today, the file management and office are increasingly automated, modern, which is bound to the clerical work, and the management of documents and archives have more stringent requirements. It is an important task for the related workers to change the working procedures and working methods so that the clerical work such as volume registration, cataloging and registration is in line with the requirements of modern archives management. The efficiency of an enterprise, managers of decision-making level depends largely on the quality and level of secretary work. Whether it is now or in the future, if you want to do a good job of paper records management, first of all make the secretary work more scientific and rationalized. This paper discusses the existing problems, relations and integrated development of secretarial and clerical archives management with the laws and regulations such as the Measures for Document Handling of State Administrative Organs, the Archives Law of the People's Republic of China and the Official Document Format of State Administrative Organs .
SECRETARY, THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FILE RECORDS MANAGEMENT
In the daily work of the unit, clerical, document management appears to be different, independent of each other, but also there is a certain link. First of all, regardless of clerical or document file management, their main body is the official document, although the official document from the secretarial work, but to form a file, but also extracted from the document, and the file is equivalent to a sequel to the document, so is the relationship between the two close. document management is the basis of file management, only to make strict requirements in order to ensure the quality of archives management for the document. from this point of view, to achieve the secretarial and archival work of the integrated management has become an inevitable trend. Integrated management model is based on the secretarial, document file management, starting from the whole, to achieve document generation, archiving, system development and management of all computerized, information management system. Require departments staff in the input and output files must have a standard, unified format, in reducing the workload, improve efficiency, save manpower and resources, but also to meet the needs of modern management, the clerical, document file management workers more standardized.
MAIN PROBLEMS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF SECRETARIAL DOCUMENTS AND ARCHIVES
As the two work is responsible for the content is different, so the two become more independent, it is difficult to achieve integrated management. On the one hand, clerical work does not understand the contents of the work of document and archives management, on the other hand, the management of documents and archives will not think of the contents of the paper, so it is difficult to achieve the standard standards in terms of document writing format or management measures.
3.1 Document format and accessories are not standardized, the type of use is unclear. The requirements of the style of official documents, should standardize the standard, China has developed a number of relevant laws and regulations, to some extent to strengthen the document level, standardize the system development, use and so on. However, the "report, refer to" the two different languages, many staff will still be confused, the direct consequence is to limit the role of the text should be played, the acceptance of official documents are also affected. In addition, in the development of documents attachments, many attachments are not marked in the text, if the attachment is more, nor its number. And the format of the document also has a lot of non-standard place, so that the acceptance of official documents, transmission affected, the lack of normative work, management is not strict.
Version is not comprehensive, the process is not standardized
The main function of the edition is to link the documents and archival work, but cannot be the importance of clerical work, many documents lack of time to print and publish departments. In the choice of keywords, clerical work should be part of the title of the document as a keyword. In addition, a lot of work is not standardized document, such as not registered documents issued on the issue, leapfrog, etc., which reduce the efficiency of the file file and quality.
3.3 File information is incomplete, the number is not standardized. In the past, the manuscripts, revisions, and final drafts of archives have been archived and managed. However, the involvement of computers has allowed the archiving of many documents to be final, without the manuscript and revised manuscripts. In addition, because the document is not registered in time, resulting in the wrong series, missing compile, rewrite and other phenomena occur frequently, affecting the normative document number.
3.4 Binding is not standardized, paper failure Paper used by the paper type, size is not uniform, there are pages off the binding process of the phenomenon, the document is less beautiful. Official documents with paper quality failed, after a period of time, the writing becomes fuzzy, reducing the quality of the document.
Material illegible, incomplete file information
A lot of document data exists fuzzy writing, cannot be long-term custody. In addition, some staff in order to facilitate the save, do not back up the data directly to the higher authorities, resulting in incomplete sector file information.
The transfer of information is not timely
In the busy, heavy workload, cannot hand over the information on time, affecting the efficiency of file management.
TO STRENGTHEN THE SECRETARIAL WORK, PAPER RECORDS MANAGEMENT "INTEGRATION" STRATEGY
4.1 To improve the management awareness of document management To truly achieve the integrated management of the document, we must do the secretarial work of this foundation. Secretarial staff must establish a sense of management of documents and archives, records related to people's records in social activities, is a microcosm of history and mapping, so all clerical staff must have a clear understanding of copy management: no instruments no history. From the company's point of view, to truly restore history, rely on today's writing. The current document for tomorrow, will become history, for future generations to provide reference and reference. Therefore, we must strictly abide by the relevant norms of the system issued documents to improve the quality of document files to achieve the standardization of documents, and standardization.
4.2 Emphasis on "the whole process of management" work, develop quality awareness ① Be responsible for secretarial, document management staff of the work quality, which should be the first place, a clear job responsibilities, this is the "whole process of management" basis for the implementation. ② establish a management mechanism in line with the sound, excellent work team. As mentioned earlier, the relative independence of clerical and clerical records management is the main obstacle to "integrated" management. Therefore, the work of the two must be unified, and there must be relevant agencies to solve the secretarial and archives management problems. ③ staff should strictly abide by and implement the standard management of the instruments, such as receiving and sending procedures, document format, document management, writing specifications, document archiving. ④ work procedures, management system should be complete and detailed, for any document must comply with standard standards, the review of the issuance system should be carefully. Will play cards with the full control of the role, fill out the "manuscript paper", "document processing" as concise, the scope of document distribution should be clear. ⑤ modern technology facilities and modern enterprise development, staff in the operation of clerical, document management tools to be proficient, professional and standardized. Only the file management work to achieve a unified and standardized, in order to eventually implement the "secretarial, file integration" management model.
To strengthen the standardization of construction and paperwork
Only unified standards, in order to establish and improve the "secretarial, file integration," the management network in order to better use the "integration" management software. The traditional document and archives department should establish the management of "integration". The same is true in other functional departments and archives fields of various carriers. Only when the file management system and each document management system are closely integrated, can the data integration advantages of "integration" be realized. .
In addition, the clerical work of an important content is the instrument volume, which is to ensure the safety of documents, coherent, integrity of the basic measures, it is the ultimate goal of document processing. There are already rules and regulations on filing in the Archives Act, and other relevant laws and regulations clearly stipulate that clerical staff have the responsibility to sort, document and file the instruments. Document is both the beginning of archival work is the secretarial work of the final link, it is the key link between the two closely.
CONCLUSIONS
In addition to the above, in order to truly achieve the secretarial, the integration of document management, but also the need to establish an integrated management model, and continue to maintain and improve, but also to set up copy database. In the future day-to-day management work, we will further study, enrich the relevant knowledge, strive for greater progress.
